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Gain new levels of visibility and control on a shared cloud platform.

Accurately forecasting costs can make all the difference between a construction job that makes  

money and one that doesn’t. That’s why ProEst and CMiC software were designed to work together: 

budgets from ProEst flow directly into CMiC, helping you efficiently track, manage and compare 

actual costs against estimated budgets from beginning to end. Result? Improved accuracy, visibility 

and control, and better protection for the bottom line.

Why ProEst + CMiC integration matters
Having confidence that your data is complete, accurate and up-to-date is an important part of run-

ning a successful construction project, but if information resides in unconnected silos—or requires 

constant re-entry—mistakes can happen. ProEst + CMiC integration changes all that, moving data 

from the estimating phase to accounting and project management tasks automatically.  Not only  

do you save time and effort, but the accuracy of your project data is virtually guaranteed.
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Having a big-picture view of project costs, resources and requirements is the key to closing out more 

profitable projects, and ProEst + CMiC integration can help make it happen. Over the years, CMiC  

and ProEst have advanced their integration from a simple, file-based import to an end-to-end web 

services solution—the key to making faster, better business decisions and keeping projects on track.

Shared Cloud Platform

ProEst + CMiC integration lets you 

transfer estimate data instantly 

on an open cloud platform.

Easy-to-Read Graphics

ProEst + CMiC integration provide 

a seamless user experience with an 

easy-to-use graphical interface.

Financial Control

ProEst + CMiC integration alerts you 

to potential cost overruns and budget 

discrepancies.

Data Consistency

ProEst + CMiC integration helps  

ensure reliable, error-free data in  

every phase of the project lifecycle.

Improved Workflows 

ProEst + CMiC integration eliminates 

process bottlenecks, reporting back-

logs and information silos.

Project Visibility

ProEst + CMiC integration lets 

you monitor and manage multiple 

projects with a central data hub.

Get to know ProEst construction estimating

ProEst provides advanced construction estimating capabilities for leading companies and 

public sector clients in the United States, Canada and Australia. Our cloud-based platform 

combines cost estimating, digital takeoffs and bid day analysis in a single powerful solution— 

a proven way to reduce costs, ensure accuracy and streamline pre-construction workflow.

Visit www.proest.com to learn more or schedule a live online demonstration.
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